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(54) LIFE DIAGNOSTIC DEVICE FOR OXYGEN SENSOR

(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To provide a life diagnostic device capable of judging the

life of sensor without lowering the performance of an oxygen sensor

element and without obstructing the continuous operation of an

oxygen meter, etc.

CONSTITUTION: A life diagnostic device for self-heating, limit current

type oxygen sensor is provided with (a) a heater control means to

switch over the temperatures of the oxygen sensor to normal

operating temperatures and diagnostic operating temperatures, (b) a

means to switch over the operating temperatures of the oxygen sensor

from normal operating temperatures to the diagnostic operating
~"

temperatures when the output value X of the oxygen sensor detected

at the normal operating temperatures is within a specified range

continuously for a specified time, (c) a means to calculate the

difference &Gt;Y-X&Gt; between the output values Y and X of the

oxygen sensor at the diagnostic operating temperatures, and (d) a life diagnostic means to diagnose that

the oxygen sensor is exhausted when the value of difference &Gt;Y-X&Gt; is over a specified limit.
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[JP,07- 198672,A]

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to the life-estimation equipment ofthe

oxygen sensor which can measure an oxygen density continuously, without reducing the

performance of a sensor in detail about the equipment which diagnoses the life of the

self-heating type limiting current formula oxygen sensor used for an oxygen density

monitoring device etc.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] From the former, the limiting current formula oxygen

sensor (the following calls it an oxygen sensor) by the solid electrolyte is used focusing

on the oxygen-deficiency alarm, the oxygen analyzer of industrial use, etc. However,

since the life of this oxygen sensor is short compared with the life of the equipment

around it and there is dispersion in a life depending on an operating environment, fixed

exchange of a sensor in consideration ofthe operating environment has been performed.

[0003] Although the life of this sensor is produced by the fall ofthe ionic conductivity of

a solid electrolyte, and the fall of electrode ability, it is concluded that this reached when
the minimum of the voltage range which gives the limiting current was mostly in

agreement with the measurement voltage currently impressed to a sensor, as shown in

drawing 8 .

[0004] As a method of diagnosing the life of this sensor with equipment, choose the

voltage oftwo points from the range ofthe voltage which gives the limiting current with

the initial output characteristics of a sensor, and they are impressed by turns, the

technique (JP,60-218058,A —) of diagnosing a degradation state from the difference of

the output current in the voltage oftwo points The technique (JP,61-212753,A, JP,4-

264250,A) diagnosed from the two detection sections dedicated to JP, 1-262460,A, the

technique (JP,61-212753,A) diagnosed from the property ofthe during starting of a

sensor, two sensors, or one sensor is known.

[0005] The mutual change ofthe voltage oftwo points ofthe fixation currently indicated

by JP,60-218058,A and JP, 1-262460,A, or by the technique of diagnosing a degradation

state from the difference ofthe output current by the sweep for two points of fixation

From generating of shooting ofthe output current, or change of the output current, in

order to stop the function of original of equipment at the time of a diagnosis and to judge

from an output current difference, it is necessary to take the to some extent large voltage

difference for two points, and there is a problem of diagnosing as a life in time still

shorter than an original life.

[0006] by the technique diagnosed from the property of the during starting of the sensor

currently indicated by JP,61-212753,A, there is a problem that cannot perform

application to what carries out a prolonged continuation operation, but a motive property

changes with the time intervals from a halt to a reboot even when a degradation grade is

the same, and a starting performance changes under the influence of humidity

[0007] By the technique in two sensors currently indicated by JP,61-212753,A, since the

normal sensor used as criteria is needed and it becomes the diagnosis by the transient,



there is a problem that it will not be able to include in equipment, either and it will be

necessary it not only cannot to do simply, but to stop the function of original of

equipment at the time of a diagnosis.

[0008] By the technique diagnosed from the two detection sections dedicated to one

sensor currently indicated by JP,4-264250,A, the detecting element prepared for life

estimation will need to make a limiting current value high from the purpose, and has the

problem that a substantial life will become quite short.

[0009] Therefore, the purpose of this invention is offering the equipment which can judge

the life of a sensor, without barring continuous running in an oxygen-deficiency alarm,

the oxygen analyzer of industrial use, etc., without solving the above-mentioned problem

and reducing the performance of an oxygen sensor element.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] When this invention person compares the output value

in the usual operating temperature with the output value in a diagnostic operating

temperature higher than normal operation temperature paying attention to the output

value of an oxygen sensor increasing by the rise of operating temperature as a result of

wholeheartedly research and the difference was searched for in view ofthe above-

mentioned purpose, he discovered that the life of a sensor could be diagnosed, without

checking the function of equipment original, and completed this invention.

[001 1] Namely, the equipment which diagnoses the life ofthe self-heating type limiting

current formula oxygen sensor which consists of an oxygen ion conductivity solid

electrolyte of this invention, and possesses a heater (a) Heater control means which

switch the temperature of the aforementioned oxygen sensor to normal operation

temperature and a diagnostic operating temperature usually higher than temperature, (b)

The trigger means which switches the operating temperature ofthe aforementioned

oxygen sensor to the aforementioned diagnostic operating temperature from the

aforementioned normal operation temperature when the output value X of the oxygen

sensor detected at the aforementioned normal operation temperature carries out

predetermined-time continuation and is within the limits of predetermined, (c) It is

characterized by providing a means to calculate difference
|

Y-X| ofthe output value Y of

an oxygen sensor and the aforementioned output value X in the aforementioned

diagnostic operating temperature, and a life-estimation means to diagnose that the

aforementioned oxygen sensor is a life when the value of (d) aforementioned difference

|Y-X| is beyond a predetermined value.

[0012]

[Function] According to the above-mentioned composition, the life-estimation equipment

ofthe sensor by this invention acts as follows.

[0013] In the usual case, the operating temperature of a sensor is held by the heater

currently formed in the sensor, and heater control means at normal operation temperature.

Fixed direct current voltage is impressed to the cell of a sensor, and the limiting current

corresponding to the oxygen density is acquired as the output current of a sensor at the

time of normal.

[0014] It becomes the output current which shows an oxygen density with the output

current ofthe sensor lower about 0.5% to 1.0% than the oxygen density usually expected,

and since it is thought that it is because the oxygen sensor became a life when it

continues more than a period with the output current, life estimation is started. When the



output value ofthe sensor under diagnostic operating temperature is detected, the

difference of this and the sensor output value under normal operation temperature is

searched for and a difference exceeds the predetermined range after switching the

operating temperature ofa sensor to a diagnostic operating temperature higher than

normal operation temperature by heater control means and fully stabilizing operating

temperature, it is judged that a sensor is a life.

[0015] Thus, life estimation can be performed by diagnosing a life by changing the

operating temperature ofa sensor, without it becoming unnecessary to change the voltage

impressed to the cell of a sensor, and barring oxygen density measurement of a sensor,

moreover, change of the output value according to operating temperature in case the

output current of an oxygen sensor is converted into an oxygen density — an amendment -

- an always exact oxygen density can be displayed by things Furthermore, by holding the

operating temperature ofthe sensor judged to be a life to diagnostic operating

temperature, measurement of an oxygen density is continuable until it is exchanged in a

sensor.

[0016]

[Example] The life-estimation equipment of the limiting current formula oxygen sensor

by one example of this invention is explained with reference to the configuration block

view of drawing 1 . With the life-estimation equipment of this example, the direct-

current-voltage feeder 2 connected with the anode plate 1 1 1 of the cell 1 1 of a sensor 1,

and current detection equipment 3 has connected with the cathode 1 12 of the cell 1 1 of a

sensor 1 . A microcomputer 5 consists ofCPU51, and A/D converter 52 connected to it,

D/A converter 53, ROM54 and RAM55 and an output port 56. It connected with current

detection equipment 3 and CPU51, and the heater drive control unit 4 has connected A/D
converter 52 to the heater 12 and D/A converter 53 of a sensor 1. The lamp 6 and LED
display equipment 7 are connected to the output port 56 of a microcomputer 5.

[0017] According to the output voltage ofD/A converter 53 of a microcomputer 5, by

controlling the heater drive control unit 4, it adjusts and has current which flows at the

heater 12 on a sensor 1, and the operating temperature of a sensor is controlled. Drawing

2 shows an example ofthe heater drive control unit 4. The output voltage ofD/A
converter 53 passes along the operational amplifier Al which wired with the voltage

follower as a current buffer first, and changes the current which flows at a heater 12

according to the output voltage ofD/A converter 53 by the circuit which next consists of

an operational amplifier A2, transistors TR1 and TR2, and resistance R3, R4, and R5.

Thereby, the operating temperature of a sensor 1 can be adjusted to a predetermined

value.

[0018] In this invention, an oxygen sensor is operated by normal operation temperature

and diagnostic operating temperature. Normal operation temperature is the operating

temperature ofthe oxygen sensor in the normal state used for detecting an oxygen

density, and, generally is 350 degrees C - 450 degrees C. Moreover, diagnostic operating

temperature is temperature higher 5-30 degrees C than normal operation temperature. For

the life ofan oxygen sensor, an exact output value comes to be obtained at normal

operation temperature by considering as a diagnostic operating temperature slightly

higher than normal operation temperature by the case so that an exact output value may

not be obtained.

[0019] the operating temperature ofan oxygen sensor — the diagnostic operating



temperature from normal operation temperature — or when [ that ] switching conversely,

it is desirable to carry out change of operating temperature in 1 degree C/second or less

When change of operating temperature exceeds a second in 1 degree C /, the output ofan

oxygen sensor is changed sharply and exact oxygen density measurement becomes

impossible. The change speed of operating temperature is easily controllable by adjusting

the change speed ofthe output voltage ofD/A converter 53.

[0020] Direct current voltage is impressed to the cell 1 1 of a sensor 1 by the direct-

current-voltage feeder 2. In this example, although the direct current voltage of 1.4V is

impressed to a sensor 1, this invention is not limited to this. Current detection equipment

3 detects the current which a sensor 1 outputs, and it is inputted into CPUS 1 through A/D
converter 52. An example of current detection equipment 3 is shown in drawing 3 . After

the output current of a sensor 1 is amplified by the amplifying circuit which is changed

into a voltage value by resistance R6, and consists of an operational amplifier A3,

variable resistance VR 1, and resistance R7 and R8, it is inputted into A/D converter 52

and changed into digital value.

[0021] According to the program currently written in ROM9, the output value of the

inputted oxygen sensor is written in RAM 10, operation, comparison, etc. are performed,

and an external instrument is controlled by CPU51 through an output port 56 and D/A
converter 53.

[0022] The output value of the oxygen sensor inputted into CPU51 is converted into an

oxygen density. Since the operating temperature of an oxygen sensor is changed as

mentioned above, in this invention, it has an amendment means for change of the oxygen

sensor output value accompanying change of operating temperature. Specifically, the

ratio ofthe output value ofthe oxygen sensor to the gas ofthe same oxygen density in

normal operation temperature and diagnostic operating temperature uses the property of

being the same, and prepares the correction factor of operating temperature. The value of

the correction factor in each temperature is calculated beforehand, and an oxygen density

is calculated by calculating from the output value and correction factor which CPU51
incorporated. The value of this oxygen density passes along an output port 56, and is

displayed on LED display equipment 7.

[0023] The main movement ofthe control program currently written in ROM9 is

explained below. First, a correction factor is set to 1 by the value corresponding to

normal operation temperature, and this example. And a diagnostic flag is made into the

value which usually expresses a measurement state, 0 [ for example, ]. Subsequently, the

output value of an oxygen sensor is inputted and it judges whether the output value of an

oxygen sensor is stable within the limits of predetermined.

[0024] The predetermined range is the range ofthe value expected to output when an

oxygen sensor becomes a life. Specifically, when an oxygen sensor becomes a life, it is

common that the output value declines. Then, it is 02 0.5% O 2 to 1.0% from the usual

oxygen density of **-ed gas. Period [ a period when a grade low output value is fixed ],

for example, when it continues for [ 1 minute - ] 60 minutes, it considers as the trigger of

a life-estimation start of this of an oxygen sensor. The above-mentioned predetermined

range can be beforehand set up arbitrarily by the oxygen density of **-ed gas. For

example, when it is the measuring object about the oxygen density in the atmosphere, the

minimum of this predetermined range sets to 02 (oxygen density conversion) 19.0 to

20.0%, and it is desirable that an upper limit sets to 02 (oxygen density conversion) 20.0



to 20.8%.

[0025] Moreover, in order to judge whether the output value of an oxygen sensor is

stable, the absolute value of the difference of the output value of an oxygen sensor and

the output value in front ofone (or partly front output value) is calculated first. It crosses

during [ total / of 1 minute - ] a period when the absolute value of a difference is fixed,

for example, 60 minutes, and is 02 0.3%. If it is the following (oxygen density

conversion), it will be judged that the output value of an oxygen sensor is stable.

[0026] If the life estimation ofan oxygen sensor begins, CPUS 1 will send data to D/A
converter 4 at diagnostic operating temperature, and will switch the operating

temperature of an oxygen sensor 1 to diagnostic operating temperature through the heater

drive control unit 4. In connection with it, an operating-temperature correction factor is

made into the value corresponding to diagnostic operating temperature, and a diagnostic

flag is set to 1 by the value and this example which show a life-estimation state.

[0027] The output value of an oxygen sensor just before switching operating temperature

to diagnostic operating temperature is set to X, and it incorporates from A/D converter

52, and memorizes to RAMS 5. And the output value ofthe oxygen sensor immediately

after completing a switch of operating temperature is memorized as Y. As a means to

judge the end of this operating-temperature switch, it switches from the temperature

gradient and switch speed of diagnostic operating temperature and normal operation

temperature, a duration is calculated beforehand, and the means in comparison with the

internal clock of a microcomputer 5 or a means to count the number of counts equivalent

to the aforementioned switch duration is mentioned.

[0028] When the value of formula |Y-X| is calculated and a value becomes using X and Y
which were obtained beyond a predetermined value, it is judged that an oxygen sensor is

a life. This predetermined value is 02 0. 1% O 2 to 0.3%. Carrying out is desirable.

However, X and Y are the oxygen density values calculated using both the correction

factors of operating temperature. A predetermined value is 02 0. 1%. There is a

possibility of causing an incorrect diagnosis, in the following. When an oxygen sensor is

judged to be a life, CPU51 outputs a signal to an output port 56. This signal makes a lamp

6 turn on through an output port 56, and it reports that the oxygen sensor became a life.

[0029] When it is judged that an oxygen sensor is not a life, the operating temperature of

an oxygen sensor is switched to normal operation temperature, a correction factor is made
into the value corresponding to normal operation temperature, and a diagnostic flag is set

to 0.

[0030] Although the life of an oxygen sensor is diagnosed with the equipment mentioned

above in this invention, the composition of further the following can be added to the

above-mentioned equipment.

[0031] When an oxygen sensor is judged to be a life, operating temperature of an oxygen

sensor is made into diagnostic operating temperature, the correction factor of operating

temperature is left the value corresponding to diagnostic operating temperature, a

diagnostic flag is set to 0, and measurement of an oxygen density is continued. By this

means, exact oxygen density measurement can be performed by diagnostic operating

temperature until a sensor is exchanged, after diagnosing as a life, and discontinuation of

a measurement function escapes.

[0032] Moreover, after switching the operating temperature of an oxygen sensor to

normal operation temperature, without diagnosing as a life immediately when the value



of aforementioned formula |Y-X| is beyond a predetermined value in order to perform life

estimation to accuracy more, the output value of an oxygen sensor is inputted, it

considers as X\ and the value of formula |Y-X'| is calculated.
|
When the value of Y-X'|

becomes beyond the above-mentioned predetermined value, judge that an oxygen sensor

is a life. By this means, an incorrect diagnosis can be avoided and more exact life

estimation can be performed.

[0033] The movement of a control program is explained with reference to drawing 4

which is the example, and 5. If equipment is started, the correction factor of operating

temperature will be set to 1, and a diagnostic flag will be set to 0 (Step 1). The operating

temperature of a sensor is set to normal operation temperature through D/A converter 53

(Step 2). And Step 3 is repeated until the operating temperature of a sensor 1 becomes

stable.

[0034] When the operating temperature of a sensor 1 is stabilized, the output value of a

sensor is incorporated first (Step 4), an oxygen density is calculated using the correction

factor of operating temperature etc., and it is made to display on LED display equipment

7 (Step 5). In addition, at Step 5, it can have well-known functions, such as an oxygen

density alarm, besides the above. Next, a diagnostic flag is checked, if it is not 0, it will

go into Step 1 5 of diagnostic routine, and if it is 0, it will progress to the stable judgment

routine ofan output value (Step 6). (from Step 7)

[0035] By the stable judgment routine of an output value, the output value of a sensor

judges first whether it is within the limits of predetermined (Step 7). Ifthe output value is

not contained in the predetermined range, a count is set to 0 (Step 14) and it returns to

Step 4. Ifan output value is predetermined within the limits, it will be confirmed whether

the output value ofa sensor is stable (Step 8). With [ as compared with the last output

value / the absolute value ofthe difference ] two [ or less / 0.3% O ] (oxygen density

conversion) for the output value ofa sensor, 1 is added to a count (Step 9), and ifthe

absolute value of a difference exceeds 02 (oxygen density conversion) 0.3%, it will

progress to Step 10.

[0036] Subsequently, the value and constant 1 of a count are compared (Step 8). Ifa

count is less than one constant, it will return to Step 4. On the other hand, if counts are

one or more constants, the output value of a sensor will be set to X (Step 11), the

correction factor of operating temperature will be set to 0.975 by the value corresponding

to diagnostic operating temperature, and this example, and a diagnostic flag will be set to

1 (Step 12). And the operating temperature of a sensor is set to diagnostic operating

temperature (Step 13), and it returns to Step 4.

[0037] When a diagnostic flag is 1, processing goes into diagnostic routine from Step 6. 1

is first added to a count (Step 15), and a count is compared with a constant 2 (Step 16). If

a count is less than two constant, it will return to Step 4, and if counts are two or more

constants, the output value of an oxygen sensor will be incorporated and it will be

referred to as Y (Step 17). And the value and predetermined value offormula |Y-X| are

compared (Step 18). Ifthe value of formula |Y-X| is under a predetermined value, a

diagnostic flag will be set to 0 (Step 21), and a count will be set to 0 by making operating

temperature ofan oxygen sensor into an operating temperature of operation (Step 22)

(Step 23), and it will return to Step 4 1 which is a value corresponding to normal

operation temperature for the correction factor of operating temperature. It diagnoses that

an oxygen sensor is a life ifthe value of formula |Y-X| is beyond a predetermined value,



and make the lamp which reports the life of a sensor turn on (Step 19), set the correction

factor of operating temperature to 0.975 which is a value corresponding to diagnostic

operating temperature, and it carries out by setting a diagnostic flag to 0 (Step 20),

returns to Step 4, and measurement of an oxygen density is continued.

[0038] In the above-mentioned control program, it can have the input means of a constant

value everywhere by the still better known method.

[0039] According to the above-mentioned composition, the life-estimation equipment of

the sensor by this invention can diagnose the true life ofthe oxygen sensor which

excepted oxygen density change and the incorrect diagnosis by the malfunction of

equipment, without checking the function of original of an oxygen sensor by switching

the operating temperature ofan oxygen sensor 1 between normal operation temperature

and diagnostic operating temperature, and comparing the difference and predetermined

value of an output of an oxygen sensor in both operating temperature. Moreover, by

making into diagnostic operating temperature operating temperature of the oxygen sensor

judged to be a life, by the time it is exchanged, the prolongation of life of a sensor can be

aimed at, and discontinuation of oxygen density measurement can be avoided.

[0040] Life estimation of a limiting current formula oxygen sensor was performed using

the equipment shown in example 1 above-mentioned drawing 1 -5. Reference voltage VI
was set to 1.4V. Normal operation temperature was made into 420 degrees C, and

diagnostic operating temperature was taken as the temperature which added 10 degrees C
to normal operation temperature. The correction factor of normal operation temperature

set to 1, and the correction factor of diagnostic operating temperature was set to 0.975.

The constant 1 of Step 10 in drawing 4 was set to 300 (it corresponds in 5 minutes ), and

set the constant 2 of Step 16 ofdrawing 5 to 60 (it corresponds in 1 minute ). It converts

into an oxygen density and the predetermined value in Step 18 is 02 0.2%. It carried out.

[0041] The oxygen sensor 1 in the early stages of operation usually reaches, the voltage-

current property of diagnostic operating temperature is shown in drawing 6 , and the

voltage-current property when being judged as a life is shown in drawing 7 . As shown in

drawing 6 and 7, the life-estimation equipment by this invention has judged the exact life

of an oxygen sensor 1. Moreover, also by the sensor judged to be a life, in diagnostic

operating temperature, the voltage which gives the limiting current is still low fully, and

exact oxygen density measurement can be performed so that drawing 7 may show.

[0042] As mentioned above, although this invention was explained using the example,

unless this invention deviates from the main point of not only this example but this

invention, it is possible to make various change.

[0043]

[Effect of the Invention] Ifthe life-estimation equipment ofthe oxygen sensor of this

invention is used as explained above, the exact life of a sensor can be judged, and the

influence which life estimation has on oxygen density detection is very small, and has

become the grade which can be disregarded. Moreover, it can be made to live long also

by the sensor diagnosed as the life. Therefore, the life of a sensor can be judged correctly,

without stopping the main function of an oxygen-deficiency alarm or the equipment of an

industrial use oxygen analyzer.



[Translation done ]
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